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Abstract

Characterizing the acceleration properties at the end e�ector is crucial for the analysis� design� and
control of robot manipulators� In previous e�orts aimed at addressing this problem� the end�e�ector
acceleration has been treated as a vector combining both the linear and angular accelerations� The
methodology presented in this article provides characterizations of these two di�erent types of ac�
celerations and describes the relationship between them� This work is a extension of our previous
studies on manipulator inertial and acceleration properties� The treatment relies on the ellipsoid ex�

pansionmodel� a simple geometric approach to e�ciently analyze end�e�ector accelerations� Results
of the application of this analysis to the PUMA ��� manipulator are discussed�

� Introduction

The end�e�ector acceleration is an important measure of the dynamic performance of a manipulator�
Yoshikawa 	
� proposed the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid �DME to characterize this accelera�
tion� In order to deal with the di�erences between linear and angular accelerations� Yoshikawa used
scaling factors to bring their magnitudes into range with each other�

In another study� Khatib and Burdick 	�� proposed the hyper�parallelepiped of acceleration for the
description of the end�e�ector acceleration characteristics� Their hyper�parallelepiped is obtained
from the torque�acceleration relationship� which maps the hyper�cube of normalized torque bounds
into accelerations� Inscribing a hyper�sphere in the acceleration hyper�parallelepiped yields a mea�
sure of the isotropic acceleration� This acceleration has been de�ned as the largest magnitude of
acceleration the end e�ector is capable of producing along or about any direction� Scaling factors
were also used to deal with the di�erences between linear and angular accelerations� The map�
ping of torque bounds into end�e�ector accelerations has been also analyzed by Kim and Desa 	���
However� rotational motions were not treated in their study�

By their di�erent natures� linear and angular accelerations are di�cult to analyze as components of
a single vector� The use of scaling to address this problem does not lessen the di�culty in practice�
Scaling factors are indeed di�cult to set and their selection is somewhat arbitrary� The approach
presented in this article is based on the ellipsoid expansion model which provides separate charac�
terizations of linear and angular accelerations in order to determine the relationship between them�
The ellipsoid expansion model provides a simple geometric solution to the system of inequalities
associated with the actuators bounds� This approach is used for the analysis of the acceleration
characteristics of a PUMA ��� manipulator�



�

� Problem Statement

The problem discussed here is to determine� for a given con�guration� the simultaneously achievable
isotropic linear and angular accelerations� given the bounds on the actuator torques� In this paper�
the acceleration characteristics is studied at zero joint velocities� The derivation of the governing
equation for this analysis begins with the operational space equations of motion� These equations
describe the dynamics of the end e�ector with respect to linear and angular velocities�

���q ��� ���q� �q � p��q � F�� �
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In equation �
� q is the vector of n joint coordinates� ���q is the kinetic energy matrix� ���q� �q
is the centrifugal and Coriolis force vector� p��q is the gravity force vector� and F� is the vector of
forces and moments acting at the end�e�ector� In equation �� v and � are the end e�ector linear
and angular velocities and J��q is the basic Jacobian� The joint torque vector � corresponding to
F� is

� � JT
� F�� ��

The bounds on � can be written as

��bound � � � �bound� ��

Using equations �
� ��� and ��� and setting �q to zero yields�

��bound � JT
� � ��� JT

� p�q � �bound� ��

To normalize the bounds on � � we introduce the diagonal matrix N with components Nii �
�

�bound�i�
�

�� � NJT
� � ���NJT

� p�q � �� ��

where � is a vector with each element equal to one� The above equation can be rewritten as�
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where

	E� E�� � NJT
� �� ��

�upper � ��NJT
� p�q� ��

�lower � ���NJT
� p�q� �
�

Finally� the relationship between bounded torques and linear and angular accelerations is given by�

�lower � � � �upper � with � � E� �v� E� �� �



The separation of the linear and angular acceleration in �

 is motivated by the need to analyze
each of them independently�
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� Bounds on �
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Figure �� Ellipsoid for �v�

� Ellipsoid Expansion Model

Our approach is to represent each vector in equation �

 as a geometric object� The bounds in
equation �

 are represented as an n�dimensional hypercube� whose center is shifted from the origin
by the gravity e�ect� i�e� NJT

� p�q� An example of simple ��dimensional boundaries is shown in
Figure 
� Any resultant vector� � � that lies within the boundaries will satisfy the inequality� We
now consider the case where� �� � �� in the inequality of equation �

�

�lower � � v � �upper � with � v � E� �v� �
�

Geometrically� the isotropic linear acceleration can be represented as a sphere with some radius a�
�vT �v � a�� The value of a represents the magnitude of the achievable linear acceleration in any
direction� i�e the isotropic acceleration� This value �a is determined by the bounds imposed on the
actuator torques� described by equation �
�� Consider the relationship between accelerations and
torques�

�v � E� �v�

With respect to �v� the above relationship is an over constrained system of equations� whose unique
solution is given by

�v � E�
� �v� �
�

where E�
� is the left inverse� of E�� Using equation �
�� the sphere of acceleration �vT �v � a� is

transformed into�
�v

T �E�E
T
� 

��v � a�� �
�

E� is a full rank matrix� Its rank is three� two� or one� following the freedom of the end�e�ector for
linear motions� Equation �
� represents therefore an ellipsoid of dimensions three or less� which
lies in the n�dimensional space� as illustrated in Figure ��

Figure �� Ellipse Expansion in �D�

Our procedure to determine the isotropic acceleration is based on expanding the ellipsoid �
� by
changing a until it is tangent to one of the torque bounds� In Figure � this process is shown for a

�given by the left pseudo�inverse E�

� � �ET
� E���� ET

� �
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Figure �� Ellipsoids Added�
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Figure �� Isotropicity Curve�

very simple case� The dashed ellipse in the �gure corresponds to a � 
� Note that only the vectors
associated with the tangent points ��n points on the �n torque boundaries need to be examined�
Figure � illustrates an example of a three�dimensional torque space and where E� is of rank two�
The dashed ellipse in this �gure corresponds to a � 
�

Let us now consider the general case of equation �

 where �� �� �� Just as in the linear case� the
isotropic angular acceleration is represented as a sphere with some radius� b� in acceleration space�
��T �� � b�� Similarly to the linear acceleration� this sphere can be transformed into torque space by
solving for �� in

�� � E� ���

This yields�
�Tv �E�E

T
� 

�� v � a�

�T��E�E
T
� 

��� � b��
�
�

To insure that the sum of the vectors � v and �� remains within the bounds� all possible combinations
of these two vectors must be considered� This process is represented as a mapping of one ellipsoid
onto every point on the surface of the other ellipsoid� This procedure is graphically illustrated in
in Figure �� In the general case� the resulting surface is a hollow ellipsoid shell� However� there
is no need to determine an equation for this surface� It is only necessary to examine the vectors
representing the tangency points between each ellipsoid and the bounding box� Corresponding
vectors are added�

Changing the magnitudes of one or the other or both until the surface is tangent to a bound
yields a multiplicity of solutions for a and b� The multiplicity of solutions for the isotropic linear
and angular acceleration is represented by a curve� as shown in Figure �� This curve provides
a complete picture of the coupling between isotropic linear and angular accelerations at a given
con�guration� Currently� this curve is generated by �nding speci�c points on the curve and joining
them with line segments� These curves can be computed at di�erent con�gurations in the workspace
to obtain an overall picture of the isotropic accelerations for the workspace of the manipulator�

Information concerning how much the end�e�ector accelerations vary in di�erent directions at a
given con�guration also can be obtained from this model as the condition numbers of the matrices
E� and E�� The condition numbers characterize the extent to which acceleration greater than the
isotropic acceleration can be achieved in some directions� The larger the condition number is� the
larger the di�erence in acceleration magnitude the system will have�

Other information from this analysis concerns the manipulator�s actuators� For instance� the limit�
ing actuator�s can be determined simply by examining which boundary is most constraining to the
ellipsoids� which boundary is reached �rst and most often� Depending on the manipulator� there
is the possibility that increasing the most limiting actuator torque�s will increase the isotropic
accelerations�
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� Application to the PUMA ���

The approach presented above is illustrated here on the PUMA ���� The motor torque bounds are
found by subtracting the breakaway torques from the maximum torques as given in 	���

f��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �	gmax � f
���Nm� 
���Nm� 
���Nm� ����Nm� ����Nm� ����Nmg

� Figures �� �� and � show the results of analysis of the PUMA ��� for di�erent manipulator
parameters� Each �gure shows an overlay of the isotropicity curves calculated at 
��� di�erent
con�gurations in the workspace� For all of the con�gurations the wrist is in the same position in a
well conditioned part of the wrist workspace� The 
��� con�gurations are generated by taking all
possible combinations of the joint angle sets� shown in Table 
�

Table 
�

Joint Angle Angle Set
q
 ��� ���� ���� ���� 
���� 
���� 
���� �
��� ����� ����� ����� ����

q� ���� 
��� �������������������
�����
�����
������
��������

q� ������
��� ��� ���� ���� ���� 
���� 
���

fq�� q�� q�g f��� ���� ��g

In Figure �� the isotropicity curves for the wrist point of the PUMA ��� are shown� Note that the
curve that is closest to the origin has a very small domain� This means that there are con�gurations
in the test set which are near singularities� The shape of the curves indicates that linear and angular
accelerations are nearly decoupled at the wrist point� �� is nearly block diagonal� An operational
point where linear and angular accelerations are completely decoupled will have an isotropicity
curve which forms a rectangle with the two coordinate axes� Figure � shows the isotropicity curves
for an operational point � inches out from the wrist point� The curves show a large increase in the
coupling between linear and angular accelerations as we move away from the wrist point� Overall
both �gures show that the isotropic accelerations vary quite a bit over the chosen con�gurations
in the workspace� The main use of these curves is to specify the minimum guaranteed isotropic
linear and angular acceleration for a particular operational point� However� such a speci�cation will
depend on a chosen operational envelope and the sampled con�guration�s�

Another result from the analysis is that the actuator at joint � is the most constraining to the
isotropic accelerations of Figure �� this actuator bounds the ellipsoids most often� It is followed by
the actuator of joint 
� Figure � results from increasing the maximum torques at joints 
 and �
both by ���� Comparing Figures � and � shows an increase in the isotropic accelerations in most
cases�

The condition numbers of E� and E� for the two di�erent operational points are shown in Figures
� and 
�� Each point represents the condition number of E�� ��E�� and E�� ��E�� at a particular
con�guration from the set of con�gurations of Table 
�
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Figure �� Condition of Wrist Point�
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Figure 
�� Condition of Oper� Point�

Figure � shows the condition numbers for the wrist point� Note that the angular acceleration is
mostly isotropic� The largest and smallest condition numbers for the linear acceleration are� ����
and ���� and for the angular accelerations� 
�� and 
�
�

Figure 
� represents the operational point six inches from the wrist point� The largest and smallest
condition numbers for linear accelerations are ��
 and ���
 respectively� For angular accelerations
they are 
�� and �����

� Conclusion

We have presented an approach based on the ellipsoid expansion model for the analysis of linear
and angular accelerations� given the limits on actuator torque capacities� This model has been
shown to provide a simple geometric solution for determining these accelerations� The result of the
analysis is an isotropicity curve which completely describes the dependency between the isotropic
accelerations associated with linear and angular motions� Characterization of the workspace of
a manipulator involves examining isotropicity curves at di�erent con�gurations throughout the
workspace� Condition numbers have been used to provide a measure of the extent of magnitude
variations for the linear and angular accelerations in di�erent directions� The results obtained with
the PUMA ��� manipulator� illustrate the e�ectiveness of this approach for acceleration analysis�
This approach is being extended for the optimization of acceleration properties in the design of
manipulator systems�
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